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Moscow Aviation Institute is one of the greatest Russian aero-space high school institutes.
The main MAI characteristical feature is the educational and scientific processes close interaction.
It is concerns, in particular, and the electric-rocket thrusters (ERT): MAI not only educates the
specialists for work in the ERT field, but performs the wide investigations in this field.
MAI has begun the works about ERT at the end of 50-th. In 1962 the special chair
"Electric Propulsion and Space Power Plants" (Chair 208), the collective of which managed with
the help of institute's administration and of some organizations to create the moder experimental
base for the ERT testing and investigation. In some years the chair scientific staff was about 250
people. The Chair 208 peculiarity is that there the investigations of the space crafts autonomous
energetic problems carried out nearly in the same volumes as ERT. It permits to formulate and to
solve the complex problems, connecting with ERT practical usage.
Besides the Chair 208, some of the ERT problems, during the whole historical period,
were also investigated by the Chairs: "Aviation heat power engineering" (Chair 204) and Physics
(Chair 801) and the Department No 6.
In 1987 the RIAME MAI was created and some part of 208 Chair and other Chairs
collaborations passed there for work. Since this moment, the ERT investigating and the power
plants elements are carried jointly RIAME and Chair 208 with the Chairs of other MAI
Departments: Cosmonautics, Radio Engineering and so on.
In the Fig. I there is MAI structure, where one can see the subdivisions, mentioned above.
The experimental base for the ERT investigation, mentioned above, have been created at Chair
208 in 60-th+70-th and it is unique and modern up to now. Among test facilities, the total
number of which is 12, it is necessary to point out the following:
*- test facility for investigation and testing of the high current plasma butt end tluuster
(HCBET) and Hall thruster using Li as the working medium with power up to 200 kW. which
has the thrust and Li flow rate measuring systems;
* - test facility for investigations and testing of the HCBET on Li with power up to 500 kW and
stationar plasma thrusters (SPT) using gases as a working medium with power up to 3 kW. Test
facility vacuum chamber length -- 6 m and it permits to investigate the ERT jets, and it also has
the unecho coating, which permits to determine the own thruster radiation and to carry out the
experiments about the electromagnetic compatibility;
* - test facility for the impulse plasma thrusters investigations;
* - test facility for the electrostatic thrusters investigations;

* - test facility for investigations of different aspects of the ERT influence to the space crafts'
system (contaminations, electrization and so on).

* Electric Propulsion and Space Power Plants Department of Moscow State Aviation Institute, Russia
* Research Institute of Applied Mechanics and Electrodynamics of Moscow State Aviation Institute,
Russia
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investigations in the ERT field perfonm oil five main directions, given mi the Fig.2,

there also pointed the main MAI departments, working in these directions. The working periods of
these departments on the main ERT investigation directions, beginning from the end of 50-th and
up to now are also given in this figure.
The main scientific results without pointing out the concrete MAI department will be given
below.

HIGH CURRENT PLASMA ACCELERATORS AND THRUSTERS

1. The basis of the high current plasma butt end thrusters (HCBET) theory and designing
were carried out, the criteriumes and operation processes stable boundaries were obtained, the
accessibility of the thrust efficiency at the level 0.6+0.7 at operation on Li and specific impulses
(4 0 0 0 0 - 6 0000)m/s under power level (300-500)kW was shown.
2. The HCBET models developed by "Energia" was tested simultaneously by MAI and
Energia.
The tests results confirmed that it is possible to obtain the thruster's efficiency -0.5+0.6
under specific impulses 40000 m/s and model operationability for hundreds hours if Li is used as a
working medium.
3. The plasma local parameters, magnetic field and current distribution, the peculiarities of
the butt end Hall thrusters operations and integral performances have been investigated in details.
The physical models of the Hall butt end thrusters (HCBET), methods of its engineering
calculation and designing were worked out. The HCBET laboratory models (Fig.3), significantly
operating on Li in the power range (20-25)kW at the total thrust efficiency (30-35)% under flow
velocities up to 30000 m/s (Fig.4) were developed, manufactured and tested. Ourdays the HCBET
laboratory model on Li with respected efficiency (40-45)% under specific impulses
( 3 5000-40000)m/s and power (100+150) kW and more have been developed and testing by
NASA request.

IMPULSE PLASMA THRUSTERS AND ACCELERATORS, USING SOLID,
LIQUID AND GASEOUS AS A WORKING MEDIUM
I. The investigations of the impulse plasma thrusters (IPT) laboratory models working
processes were carried out; IPT structural elements were developed; gas valves (Fig.5), tile
working medium feeding system (capillary including), the electric supplying system and discharge
uutiation were designed. The IPT working processes and electric circuit parameters opimization
were done. The influence of co-called forming lines to the integral and local IPT performances
(Fig.6,7) were investigated We investigate if it is possible to increase the IPT specific
performances by the account of moments of electric power supplying and working medium
feeding into IPT concordance, and also by the account of working medium distributed feeding
into the IPT channel (with its feeding into the peripheral channel areas) (Fig.8).
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2. The collection of the impulse plasma sources for different scientific and applied
problems solution such as: plasmoid injection influence to the Earth ionosphere and magnetosphere
(Fig.9), impulse source operation influence to the object electrostatic charging (Fig.10) were
created and tested in the space (meteorological rockets, space crafts, the orbit station MIR). In the
nearest future for MIR's onboard investigations the impulse plasma source with power level in the
single discharge is about 2000 J and 10000 J will be done.
3. According to the last years' interest to the IPT practical usage, ourdays the erosion
thruster with the energy level in the single discharge is (50-100)J, thrust efficiency (10-15)% in
the specific impulse range - (10000-15000)m/s (Fig. 11) is developing.

SION

1

THRUSTERS

1.
At the beginning of 60-th the ion thrusters with working medium on surface ionization
have been developed and investigated. The following results have been obtained: ion current
density (15+20)mA/cm 2 under ionization coefficient - 0.99 which are not exceeded up to now.
2.The ion thrusters with gasdischza:
ion's sources investigations concerned mainly the
..'evelopment and creation on its base the reliably
following problems: a) hollow cathode th
operating PIT laboratory samples; b) searcning for rational schemes of the real electrodes'
configuration of the ion-optical system considering the linear string optic, secured the most high
values (current density, transparency, technologicalability, warping absents).
3. The performed investigations helped the industry to create the ion thrusters and ion

injectors' flight samples (Yantar, PIT -100, PIT -350K, "Arfa", "Fobos" and so on).

3

4. The colloidal thrusters' investigations, permitted to create the thrusters' prototypes for
the space application were done.
5. The work concerning ions' sources application for technological purposes was carried
out. The units MAI 208-T, MAI 208-YL were created and organised its batch production.
6. The investigations concerning the kinetic energy transformers models of rare plasma
highvelocity flows into electric energy was done (Fig. 12) (recuperates and ion flow receivers), the
efficiency of which are (60+80)%. These works are carried out in order to solve the thermonuclear
synthesis problem, and also the ERT on ground life time testing problem.

STATIONARY PLASMA THRUSTERS

1. The investigation concerning the SPT working processes and factors, defining the thrust
performances and thruster life time test, in particular: thruster scheme, structural parameters and
working regime, the working medium type (Fig.13) and models' scale. All these permit MAI to
develop jointly with Kurchatov Institute and DB Fakel the moder structural SPT schemes
(Fig. 14). The main peculiarity of them is presents of co-called magnetic screens (position 4 in the
Fig. 14), which permits to obtain magnetic field optimal value and topology, and respectively, the
high efficiency and life time.

I
I
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2.Ourdays the qualification tests of the SPT-100 intended for
Western Space industry are
finishing. MAI helps DB Fakel and international company "International
Space Technology, Inc."
to solve the scientific problems, connecting with increasing
requests to this thruster.
3. The collection of investigations have been carried out for
further perfecting of the SPT
operation processes, which showed that it is possible to increase
the thrust efficiency on (3-5)%
and siglificantly (approximately in 1,5 times) decreasejet
divergence.

ERT INTERACTION WITH SPACE CRAFT SYSTEMS
AND ITS OWN EXTERNAL ATMOSPHERE (OEA)
I.
The numerical and laboratory jets simulation of the different
ERT types: electric-heating
thrusters (EHT), SPT, PIT have been done. In particular,
the last from the developed SPT jet
models permits to take into account the jet ions recharging processes
on the neutral jet's particles
and also on the vacuum chamber residual gas neutral particles
have been developed. In the Fig. 15
one can see the ions' trajectories, obtained with the help of
these calculations. In this case there is
the screen outside the thruster in order to decrease the ions' flow
to the space craft's surface.
2. The models and corresponding software for calculation the
masstransferring near space
craft's surfaces in the pauses between the ERT ignitions have
been carried out. This situation is
very important from the point of OEA influence to the ERT elements
(electrodes, isolators). The
developed models have been verified at the real OEA parameters'
measurements of "Satut-7
"space station.
3. The models and corresponding software for calculation the force
and erosion ERT jet
action to the SC surfaces (Fig. 16) have been developed.
The investigations about the numerical
performances of the ERT jets action to the several SC systems
have been done.
4. Jointly with NPO PM, NGU, HPI, DB Fakel the investigations
concerning the plasma
jet influence to the high orbit SC electrostatic charging have been
done at the SC "Gorizont".
5. The numerical and experimental (including inflight)
investigations concerning jets'
electromagnetic radiation of several ERT types and also the
ERT jets influence to the radio siglals'
transmittens "Earth-SC" have been done.
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(Spacecraft "Meteor" - Journal of the Space Research, vol. XM , No.3, 1974, p.451)
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